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Report project meeting  
13th primary school Kalamaria,  
Greece, 07-11 November 2018  

 

Present:  

From Easterfield Primary school, Fortrie, Turriff, Scotland: KATE HEGGIE & BABS RAEBURN. 

 

From Sp nr 11 Stefan Batorego, Inowroclaw, Poland: KATAZYNA SOPOLINKSA, DOROTA NIEZ BORATA, 

JOANNA PSTRONG, ILONA KONIECZKA 

 

From Ou St. Kliment Ohridski, Haskovo, Bulgaria: GINKA RAYCHEVA, KRASIMIRA BUZOVA, ANA 

BAZHDARVANOVA. 

 

From Chieti, Italy: ENRICA POLIDORO, DANIELE ACETO VIRGINIA ANGELUCCI, MARIA GABRIELLA 

GLIECA. MARINA SCREPANTI had to skip her visit at the very last moment, because she had a severe illness 

 

From pcb Het. Baken, Capelle aan den IJssel, The Netherlands: TINEKE STRAVER, LEX VAN WETTUM, 

YLIANA GUNTRUM, HANS VAN EMBDEN.  

 

From 13th Primary school of Kalamaria Greece: STELLA TZIAFETA, KYRIAKI ARNIDOU, DIMITRA ZORBA 

STELLA PLEASE COMPLETE  
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Wednesday 7 November   

The partners met each other at a welcome dinner at a restaurant 

in Thessaloniki.  

The partners did not stay all in the same hotel. All had booked 

rooms in Thessaloniki. It was easy to go by bus to the school in 

Kalamaria. It took ½ - ¾h  

 

Thursday 8 November: Thursday morning  

The partners were welcomed by the principal and were offered 

coffee and cake. After the guided tour of the school by students 

of the school gave a performance about the Greek history. 

Dances lead us from ancient history to the present.  

  

Thursday afternoon. 

A guide gave us a tour from the old upper city of Thessaloniki to 

the lower centre. She led us from the castle at the top along and 

in monasteries, old Turkish bath and churches and through the 

fresh market into the reality of this time. 

 

Friday morning 9 November  

From 8.15 -09.00 and from 09.00-09.45. Al partners taught lessons in the classrooms. After the coffee break, 

we had workshop boomwhackers and its contributing to learn English. . The lunch was a cultural lunch offered 

by the parents of the school 

 

Friday afternoon. 

By foot we went to the city hall and met the mayor. She told us that she was very happy to meet us and give us 

a present.  

 

After the visit we had our 

Evaluation and agreements for 

the last part of the project. See 

the attachment. 

Later on we had the goodbye 

dinner and dancing at a 

restaurant in Kalamaria. 

Saturday morning 10 

November 

In the morning, we had an 

informal meeting about good 

practises in the school. The 

Italian, Bulgarian and polish 

partners went home this day. 

The Dutch and Scottish partner  

together with the Greek  

coordinator spent a day on  

the mount Olympus. 
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Attachment 1: Evaluation and planning  
In general:   

A1. Blabla. Still going on  and better than in the first year. Please send a word version of the blabla to Kasia for 

the website.  Put the Blabla’s also on the twinspace. 

A1 Question and answer  

As agreed in Holland Hans made a list who does ask a question in which month. The Dutch started. It does not 

run well. Hans will make a list who does the question in which month. The other partners will answer with a 

photo, and some comment. Please put it on twinspace. Greece and Scotland did answer the Dutch question. The 

next question comes from Bulgaria. It is about the emotional thermometer. The children want to know if we 

also use some thermometer.  

  

Fulfilled    

C6. Joy in music and English. We were introduced and tried the boomwhackers method. 

 

In progress and to work out:  

A11. Scientific joy.  The deadline is running till 1 December this year, but partners have difficulties by 

fulfilling this part of the project. Only the Italians have succeeded. 

A13 Joy in history.  It takes a lot of time to make a comic about our history heroes.  Although agreed and put in 

the report there was some really communication trouble about the Italian hero: It is Gaius Julius Caesar. 

Although it runs until November, nobody have finished these parts. 

All are still working on it. 

Holland: the children are ready. Hans will make a nice booklet of it. 

Greek is ready. 

Poland and Bulgaria are busy with it. Scotland and Italy are not started yet. 

 

To work out: 

A14 Joy in acting and performing. 

Greece: show 

Scotland: theatervisit 

The Netherlands:  School acting club, Xmastheater at 

school, workshops after schooltime. . amateur actress at 

school. 

Poland: theatre and workshops 

Italy. Everything that is meant in the application form. 

Bulgaria: same as Italy. We will see at our visit in May 

2019. 

 

A15 

Joy with music also this one will runs until May 2019. 

Please send videos, not only pictures. 

 

NEXT VISIT TO Haskovo, Bulgaria. 

 

8-12 may 2019 8-12 may 2019 8-12 may 2019 8-12 may 2019  

 
Ginkga has arranged a hotel for all of us. Please tell her how many persons and rooms. From Sofia airport by 

bus, it takes two, 5 hour. 

 

Hans van Embden, December 11 2018  


